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Risk-On CRT for a Risk-Off Market? 

Summary 

In our last CRT analysis, we looked at transaction viability under the Basel IV rewrite set for rapid 
release once key Fed nominees are finally confirmed.  Now, we turn to another viability consideration: 
the extent to which CRT can thrive in spite of these capital obstacles and accomplish a vital purpose 
spelled out in a recent Urban Institute report: enhance equitable finance as FHFA demands.  In short, 
we hope so, but it won't be easy. 
 

Impact 

The As one might expect from former Freddie CEO David Brickman, the new CRT assessment breaks 
with conventional CRT wisdom to outline a transaction structure suitable for affordable-housing 
priorities such as chattel manufactured housing, LMI multi-family housing, and new products such as 
special-purpose credit or new refis. As the paper suggests, CRT is likely to have interesting potential in 
partnership with social-impact investors given the fast-growing ESG sector, especially where mortgage 
equity rides in tandem with climate-risk reduction.   
 
However, several challenges remain.  The paper notes the depth of credit support the GSEs might well 
need to provide to build ESG-focused CRT; this is a significant issue on its own from a capital-cost 
mitigation perspective and one we think will prove even more daunting if -off market sentiment continues 
and pricing deteriorates.  The only way to achieve CRT's goal – less retained risk along with reasonable 
margin – and ensure equitable finance may be to bring other partners with deep capital and liquidity 
pockets to bear who also face significant regulatory or public pressure to do more for under-served 
populations and unmet social-welfare needs.   
 
Thus, perhaps the most interesting section of this paper is its annex, which outlines alternative CRT 
structures with an eye towards equitable finance.  We think creativity along these lines will be of 
particular value in deepening and expanding special-purpose credit.  In his recent remarks affordable 
housing, the Acting Comptroller reiterates his hope that national banks will offer these, hopes we know 
the FDIC shares which the Fed more grumpily also has come to acknowledge.  The banking agencies 
have never been willing openly to relax risk-based capital standards to encourage social- or public-
welfare investments or lending, fearing that doing so smacks of credit allocation.  However, old rules 
can be waived for new products.  Thus, structuring CRT or risk-sharing programs (e.g., repurchase 
agreements based on risk thresholds) could create instruments in which both the GSEs and originating 
banks win could receive reduced regulatory-capital requirements.   
 
The paper also posits SPV instruments that would lie almost entirely off the GSE's balance sheet.  
Banks have come back into SPVs in recent years after Citi's disastrous SPV losses led bank regulators 
sharply to restrict these structures after 2008.  These seem best suited for multi-family or other larger-
dollar projects better suited for the capital markets than traditional ABS and, again, banks – her the 
very largest ones – could be eager GSE partners. 
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How much of this might threaten loan-level MI?  The answer depends first on what FHFA decides to 
consider credit enhancement for charter-compliance purposes; if FHFA is now more amenable to 
alternative risk buffers for charter purposes than it proved to be in the past, new structures are possible 
along with savings to loan originators and higher risks to the GSEs unless third-party backstops are MI 
equivalent in terms of resilient capital. 
 
The paper also suggests a rethink of recourse – an express credit-enhancement option to MI clearly 
recognized in the GSEs' charter.  Nothing under the current bank-capital rules makes recourse any 
more appealing than it ever was as an MI alternative, but then the bank capital rules are about to change 
and much might come of this as the capital rewrite is informed by new market options and a deeper 
agency focus on public-welfare outcomes. 

 

Outlook 

We continue to think that another way to reduce GSE risk without resorting to capital-market complexity 
is via covered bonds in which assets stay on a bank's balance sheet and the GSEs provide cover – 
perhaps only for thin first-loss tranches – that enable secondary-market issuance of bonds into the ESG 
market or retention on the bank's balance sheet in capital-advantaged ways that nonetheless meet 
CRA or other community-benefit commitments.  The obstacles to covered bonds in the past have been 
challenges to obtaining safe-harbor status if the structure doesn't deal with QRMs, but we think the 
FDIC would reconsider this restriction for loans with demonstrable equitable-finance benefit. 
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